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1. In which functions of language do we have â€˜stating as performingâ€™ and 
â€˜saying as doingâ€™?
Performative Utterances

2. How would you describe the proposition â€œAll teachers are lazyâ€ ?

a.
Universal affirmative

2. What fallacy is committed in the argument bellow?
                If Peter is around then the shop is open

                The shop is open

                Therefore, Peter is around
Modus Ponens

3. The argument:
               If Peter is around then the shop is open

                The shop is not open

                Therefore, Peter is not around,

Is an example of

Modus Tollens

4.              No goats are human beings
                Some human beings are not rational

                Therefore, some goats are not rational

What fallacy is committed in the above argument?

a.
Exclusive Premises

5. Which of the following is NOT a family of fallacy of ambiguity?
Fallacy of weak induction

6. Identify the fallacy committed in the following proposition.
â€œThe Residence Doctors in public hospitals have been on strike since January 2021.
 Therefore all the Federal Medical hospitals should be closed down.â€
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a.
IgnoratioElenchi

7. The proposition â€œHave you stopped cheating in exams?â€  is an example of
Fallacy of complex question

8. Which of the following fallacy is also known as Circular reasoning?

Fallacy of begging the question

 A definition that has its term defined in such a way as to be an argument for a position 
is known as

Persuasive
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